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The synonyms of “Scenes” are: setting, view, picture, aspect, panorama, prospect,
vista, scenery, conniption, fit, tantrum, shot

Scenes as a Noun

Definitions of "Scenes" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “scenes” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

The visual percept of a region.
The painted structures of a stage set that are intended to suggest a particular locale.
An incident (real or imaginary.
A situation treated as an observable object.
Graphic art consisting of the graphic or photographic representation of a visual
percept.
A display of bad temper.
A consecutive series of pictures that constitutes a unit of action in a film.
The context and environment in which something is set.
A subdivision of an act of a play.
The place where some action occurs.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Scenes" as a noun (12 Words)

aspect
A category or form which expresses the way in which time is denoted by a
verb.
Personal effectiveness in all aspects of life.

conniption A fit of rage or hysterics.
His client was having conniptions on the phone.

fit The particular way in which something especially a garment or component fits.
A fit of housecleaning.

panorama A picture or photograph containing a wide view.
The tower offers a wonderful panorama of Prague.

picture A cinema film.
The movie took five honours including best picture.

prospect A prediction of the course of a disease.
Additional exploration prospects have been identified in this area.

scenery The appearance of a place.
Spectacular views of mountain scenery.
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setting
A mounting consisting of a piece of metal (as in a ring or other jewelry) that
holds a gem in place.
A place setting of sterling flatware.

shot Tiny lead pellets used in quantity in a single charge or cartridge in a shotgun.
Several of the competitors will have a shot at the all round title.

tantrum A display of bad temper.
She threw a tantrum.

view
Purpose the phrase with a view to means with the intention of or for the
purpose of.
Strong political views.

vista A mental view of a succession of remembered or anticipated events.
Sweeping lawns and landscaped vistas.

Usage Examples of "Scenes" as a noun

Their parting was a sad scene.
He made a scene.

https://grammartop.com/vista-synonyms
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The first act has three scenes.
They worked all night painting the scenery.
He painted scenes from everyday life.
The police returned to the scene of the crime.
The religious scene in England has changed in the last century.

Associations of "Scenes" (30 Words)

backdrop
The setting or background for a scene, event, or situation.
The conference took place against a backdrop of increasing diplomatic
activity.

background Form a background to.
The embassy filled him in on the background of the incident.

circumstance The set of facts or circumstances that surround a situation or event.
They were thrown together by circumstance.

https://grammartop.com/backdrop-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/background-synonyms
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circumstances
Your overall circumstances or condition in life including everything that
happens to you.
A victim of circumstances.

cityscape A viewpoint toward a city or other heavily populated area.
Shades of red brick which once coloured the cityscape.

condition
The procedure that is varied in order to estimate a variable s effect by
comparison with a control condition.
A skin condition.

diorama A picture (or series of pictures) representing a continuous scene.

elemental
A supernatural entity or force thought to be physically manifested by
occult means.
Elemental sulphur.

environment The setting or conditions in which a particular activity is carried on.
The impact of pesticides on the environment.

environmental Concerned with the ecological effects of altering the environment.
Environmental tourism.

foreground Move into the foreground to make more visible or prominent.
Sexual relationships are foregrounded and idealized.

innate Not established by conditioning or learning.
Her innate capacity for organization.

landscape The genre of landscape painting.
The soft colours of the Northumbrian landscape.

locale The scene of any event or action (especially the place of a meeting.
Her summers were spent in a variety of exotic locales.

nature
The essential qualities or characteristics by which something is
recognized.
It is the nature of fire to burn.

panorama An unbroken view of the whole region surrounding an observer.
The tower offers a wonderful panorama of Prague.

panoramic
(of a view or picture) with a wide view surrounding the observer;
sweeping.
His panoramic vision of post World War I peace.

pomp Cheap or pretentious or vain display.
I perceived Captain Delmar in all the pomp and pride of full uniform.

scenery
The painted structures of a stage set that are intended to suggest a
particular locale.
They worked all night painting the scenery.

https://grammartop.com/elemental-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/landscape-synonyms
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scenic Used of locations; having beautiful natural scenery.
Scenic drives.

setting The context and environment in which something is set.
Short stories with a contemporary setting.

situation
Physical position in relation to the surroundings.
Eternal truths will be neither true nor eternal unless they have fresh
meaning for every new social situation.

surrounding All round a particular place or thing.
Cardiff and the surrounding area.

surroundings The environmental condition.
I took up the time admiring my surroundings.

sylvan Relating to or characteristic of wooded regions.
A shady sylvan glade.

terms Status with respect to the relations between people or groups.
He got his new car on excellent terms.

unsanitary Not sanitary or healthful.
Grim and unsanitary conditions.

view
Purpose the phrase with a view to means with the intention of or for the
purpose of.
He tried to get a better view of it.

vista The visual percept of a region.
Sweeping lawns and landscaped vistas.

within On the inside.
Enquire within.

https://grammartop.com/vista-synonyms
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